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 “Volunteering has a big impact on me because 
my district covers 90 square miles of people  
I know and interact with daily. I’ve been first 
on the scene of many tragedies of friends and 
family, but I have also transported patients  
to give birth to a child. I am very fortunate  
to be able to volunteer, and would encourage 
anyone to get involved if possible. It’s very 
rewarding and much needed.”

Our employees hold various roles outside of American Water. Many are parents or caregivers, active community  

members and volunteers. Some of our employees are also first responders in their communities. Over the last two  

years, first responders have worked on the frontlines of unprecedented extreme weather events and a global public 

health emergency to keep others safe. We are grateful to our first responders everywhere for their work to protect  

their communities. We proudly support and encourage employees to be active in their communities and serve in  

a variety of capacities. Employees are the heart of American Water and their willingness to make a difference sets  

our people and our company apart.

Honoring Our First Responders
EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHTS

Alex Hamilton
Alex Hamilton, a foreman and union 

steward for Illinois American Water, 

serves as the President of the San 

Jose Fire Protection District and,  

in 2020, celebrated his 15th  

year of active duty.

 “Being a first responder has allowed me to 
become a strong leader. Similar to our work at 
American Water, we had to find new ways to 
perform our jobs effectively during COVID-19.”

Marc Sowden
Marc Sowden, Supervisor of Fleet 

Operations at New Jersey American 

Water, has also worked as a 

volunteer EMT in Plainfield, NJ  

for over 23 years.

ILLINOIS AMERICAN WATER

NEW JERSEY AMERICAN WATER
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 “The company is very understanding of the 
commitment level that I have to have to be 
effective in my job duties with the National 
Guard. From day one, American Water asked 
me what I needed to be successful in my 
military job and told me that they would  
pick up the roles and responsibilities when  
I needed to be with the National Guard.”

 “When you’re a volunteer firefighter, it is a 24/7, 
365 days a year commitment, and incidents 
don’t stop just because you’re at work. Our 
company has been great with letting me leave 
for calls, and this is what allows volunteer fire 
departments to stay in business and provide 
the service they are expected to provide.”

Wesley Jones
In addition to working as a line 

location specialist for Pennsylvania 

American Water, Wesley Jones is 

the Assistant Borough Fire Chief 

with the Taylor Fire & Rescue Co. 

Wesley has been a volunteer first 

responder for more than 36 years.

PENNSYLVANIA AMERICAN WATER

 “Being a first responder has taught me to  
do things a lot more safely that I used to.  
By seeing the situations that we deal with,  
I understand the impact that seemingly small 
actions can have, such as wearing a seatbelt.”

Joe Patrick
Joe Patrick has worked as a meter 

technician at Pennsylvania American 

Water for over 10 years, while also 

volunteering as a firefighter for his 

community for over 29 years.

 “Being a first responder has impacted my life in 
a huge way. I’ve made a lot of good friends and 
provided so many experiences. You learn to look 
at life differently and never take it for granted.”

John Trautwein
In addition to working for West 

Virginia American Water as a utility 

worker, John’s calling to service  

his community led him to become  

a firefighter at age 16. 

WEST VIRGINIA AMERICAN WATER

PENNSYLVANIA AMERICAN WATER

Jason Young
Jason Young works as a field 

operations supervisor at West 

Virginia American Water and serves 

as Chief Master Sergeant with  

the West Virginia National Guard.

WEST VIRGINIA AMERICAN WATER
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